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Microsyst has supplied LED displays for carbon-neutral ICE factory 

120 for 50 
 

Windischeschenbach, 08.07.2019 

 

Up to 50 meters reading distance – a character height of 120 mm and a crystal clear LED 

technology make this possible. In Europe’s most modern and top environmental Deutsche 

Bahn ICE factory large format LED displays made by the supplier of system electronics 

Microsyst are now visualising important production data. Double-sided display screens ensure 

an efficient use of technology and a high level of information at the same time. 

 

Efficient visualisation of production data on a production site of 23 hectares  

In the carbon-neutral ICE factory Köln-Nippes all ICE series including also the latest generation 

ICE 4 are maintained there. The factory with 23 hectares in total has several kilometres of 

railway tracks and 8 maintenance centres. In order to be able to indicate any important 

information regarding the maintenance level of each railway wagon as well as the train number 

and other maintenance-specific parameters Deutsche Bahn has decided to install energy-

efficient and high-contrast large format LED displays made by Microsyst. Due to some 

permanent indicated units it´s easier for employees to assign the different values to be able to 

obtain quickly and easily any important information. 

 

Variable character height and double-sided display screens 

According to the requirements of Deutsche Bahn, Microsyst has developed and manufactured 

a number of  large format LED displays which are used in the maintenance centres. Despite 

of the double-sided display screens, the construction as a whole with a depth of only 8,7 

centimetres is remarkable slim – due to the fanless and maintenance-free technology. The 

variable character height of up to 120 milimetres in combination with the powerful and high-

contrast LEDs enables best reading conditions even from a distance of 50 metres. 

 

Easy data transfer 

Microsyst implemented the required data transfer via Profinet by using an integrated interface. 

The transfer technology runs reliably while hidden as it is invisibly installed in the display 

housing. The display housing itself convinces with its robust aluminium frame-type 

construction. With appropriate seals in the frame the IP54 protection class for the protection 

against water spraying and dust deposits will be ensured. 
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Benefits regarding quality, employees and travellers 

In addition to the aim of improving employee‘s level of information and the related higher 

maintenance quality at the ICE plant, the error rate was reduced and productivity increased at 

the same time.  „Travelling persons“ says Berthold Huber, member of the Deutsche Bahn 

passenger transport management board, „benefit twice: rail travel will not only be more 

evironmentally-friendly due to our carbon-neutral ICE plant but we will also increase the 

comfort and reliability of our ICE trains by quadrupling our maintenance capacities.“ One 

important step is the installation of the LED production data displays made by Microsyst. And 

not only Harald Kilian, owner and managing director of the medium-sized system electronics 

company from Northern Bavaria, is particularly proud of this. 
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About microSYST Systemelectronic GmbH 

Founded in 1985, the company based in Weiden i. d. Opf. has been developing, manufacturing 

and selling LED display systems for 30 years. The comprehensive know-how in LED 

technology goes back to the early in-house developments. This pronounced pioneering spirit 

is still deeply rooted in the company today. With future-oriented thinking and environmental 

awareness, microSYST will continue to dedicate itself to LED technology in the future under 

the following principles  

- Know-how right from the start 

- Individual development and production 

- Adapted systems with unique optics 

- Regionally sustainable and efficient  
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